Crosman is an industry disruptor pioneering the airgun lifestyle.
Go further with Air Power.
New! Full Auto R1
Full Auto BB Rifle

- Tactical, full or semi-auto BB pistol
- Blowback action
- Removable sleeve that covers an AR compatible buffer tube
- AR compatible Pistol Grip
- Quad rail forearm for accessory mounting
- Unique muzzle end cap
- 25 rd drop magazine
- Realistic weight and functions
- Red Dot
Model CFAR1B

New! Full Auto A4-P
Full Auto BB Rifle

- Tactical, full or semi-auto BB air rifle
- AR compatible buffer tube and pistol grip
- Adjustable stock
- Quad rail forearm for accessory mounting
- Removing sleeve that covers an AR compatible buffer tube
- AR compatible Pistol Grip
- 25 rd drop magazine
- Realistic weight and functions
- Red Dot
Model CAA4PX

New! Full Auto P1
Full Auto BB Pistol

- Tactical, full auto BB pistol with blowback action
- Full metal frame and slide with realistic look and function
- Double and single-action, semi-auto repeater
- Front fixed blade and fixed notch rear sight
- Removable 20 shot BB magazine with integrated CO₂ housing
- Rail mounted laser included
Model CFAMPI1
RepeatAir® 1077
Co2 Powered Semi-Automatic Pellet Repeater
PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.
WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

- .177 caliber
- Up to 780 fps
- 12-shot rotary clip
- Adjustable rear/fiber optic front sight
- Rifled- steel barrel

Model E-1077W Wood Stock
Model 1077 Synthetic Stock

1077 FreeStyle™
All the features of the RepeatAir 1077 plus three-tone dynamic and sporty color styling, and a modernized butt pad and magazine design
Model 1077FSG

New! Semi-Auto R1
Semi Auto BB Rifle
PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.
WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

- Tactical, Semi-Auto BB rifle
- AR compatible buffer tube and pistol grip
- 25 round, drop out magazine with CO2 housing
- Blowback action
- Adjustable 6 Position Buttstock
- Quad Rail forearm for accessory mounting
- Flip-up back up iron sights (BUIS)
- Realistic weight and functions

Model CSAR1

Full Auto AK1
Full Auto BB Pistol
PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.
WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

- Releasable magazine holds two Powerlet® CO2 cartridges, and springfeeds 28 BBs for rapid-fire action
- Over 1400 rounds per minute!
- Up to 430 fps
- Shoots full or semi-auto
- Realistic weight and functions
- Full/semi-auto selector with blowback action
- Adjustable/folding 5 position butt stock
- AK compatible pistol grip
- Quad rail forearm for accessory mounting

Model CAK1

Powerlet® CO2 Cartridges
How fast can you shoot? CO2 power allows you to shoot in rapid succession without the need to manually pump between shots. Pioneered by Crosman in the 1930s, the Powerlet® CO2 cartridge opens up a world of fun.

- Model: 231B 5 ct.
- Model: 231C 15 ct.
- Model: 231A 40 ct.
- Model: 231D 500 ct.

Paintball CO2:
Sold in the paintball aisle.
- Model: CC40PB 40 ct.
- Model: CC15PB 15 ct.

fps (feet per second) calculated with alloy pellets.
New! Mag-Fire Ultra
Nitro Piston Powered, Multi-Shot Break Barrel Air Rifle

PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.
WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

• Mag-Fire Low Profile Multi-Shot Action
• 12 Shot Magazine for Rapid Follow Up Shots
• QuietFire Sound Suppression Technology
• 3-9x40 AO Scope
• Tactical styling with Adjustable Cheek Piece
• Rifled Steel Barrel
• Adjustable, Two-Stage Clean Break Trigger™
• Picatinny Rail
• Adjustable Sights
• Sling Mount
• 5-year Warranty

Model CMU2SX .22 cal. 975 fps
Model CMU7SX .177 cal. 1300 fps

The Mag-Fire Series feature a refined approach to multi-shot, break-barrel innovation raising the bar over current technologies. The patented multi-shot design delivers the lowest profile in its class and utilizes fewer components to reduce failure or jamming. Featuring QuietFire sound suppression, an adjustable stock, mounting rails and a scope, the result is the ultimate in performance and reliability whether you are on the range or in the field.

New! Mag-Fire Mission
Nitro Piston Powered, Multi-Shot Break Barrel Air Rifle

PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.
WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

• Mag-Fire Low Profile Multi-Shot Action
• 12 Shot Magazine for Rapid Follow Up Shots
• QuietFire Sound Suppression Technology
• 4x32 Scope
• All-Weather Synthetic Stock
• Rifled Steel Barrel
• Adjustable, Two-Stage Clean Break Trigger™
• Dovetail Rail
• Adjustable Sights
• 5-year Warranty

Model CMM2SX .22 cal. 975 fps
Model CMM7SX .177 cal. 1300 fps

Compliant version available for Canadian customers. fps (feet per second) calculated with alloy pellets.
Fire
Nitro Piston Powered Break Barrel Air Rifle

- QuietFire™ sound suppression technology
- Rifled steel barrel
- Two-stage adjustable trigger
- 4x32 mm scope

Model CF7XS .177 cal. 1200 fps

Diamondback™
Nitro Piston Elite Powered Break Barrel Air Rifle

- SBD market leading sound suppression
- Rifled steel barrel
- Adjustable two-stage Clean Break Trigger™
- 4x32 mm scope

Model CDH22TDS5-SX .22 cal. 1100 fps
Model CDH17TDS5-SX .177 cal. 1400 fps

Shockwave™
Nitro Piston Powered Break Barrel Air Rifle

- QuietFire™ sound suppression technology
- Adjustable rear/fiber optic front sight
- Rifled steel barrel
- 4x32 mm scope

Model CS2XS .22 cal. 950 fps
Model CS7XS .177 cal. 1200 fps

Valiant™
Nitro Piston Elite Powered Break Barrel Air Rifle

- SBD market leading sound suppression
- Adjustable rear fixed front sight
- Rifled steel barrel
- Two-stage adjustable trigger
- 4x32 mm scope

Model CVH22RDS5-WX .22 cal. 1100 fps
Model CVH17RDS5-WX .177 cal. 1400 fps

Tyro™
Spring Powered Small Frame Break Barrel Air Rifle

- Sized perfectly for the younger or smaller shooter
- Spacers allow for change in length of pull
- Corrosion-resistant, overmolded rifled steel barrel
- Minimal cocking force

Model CYT6M77 .177 cal. 695 fps

Compliant version available for Canadian customers - fps (feet per second) calculated with alloy pellets.

Vantage® NP
Nitro Piston Powered Break Barrel Air Rifle

- Adjustable rear/fiber optic front sight
- Rifled steel barrel
- Ambidextrous, all-weather stock
- Minimal cocking force

Model 30021 .177 cal. 1200 fps
Model CVAN82W (no scope) .22 cal. 950 fps
Model CV1K77X .177 cal. 1200 fps

Optimus™
Spring Powered Break Barrel Air Rifle

- Adjustable rear/fiber optic front sight
- Rifled steel barrel
- Ambidextrous wood stock
- Fiber optic front sight

Model CC8M22X .22 cal. 950 fps
Model CC5M77X .177 cal. 495 fps
Model CC1K77X .177 cal. 1200 fps

Compliant version available for Canadian customers

Valiant™
Nitro Piston Elite Powered Break Barrel Air Rifle

- SBD market leading sound suppression
- Rifled steel barrel
- Two-stage, adjustable trigger
- 4x32 mm scope

Model CVH22TDSS-SX  .22 cal. 1100 fps
Model CVH17TDSS-SX  .177 cal. 1400 fps

Model CDH22TDSS-SX  .22 cal. 1100 fps
Model CDH17TDSS-SX  .177 cal. 1400 fps

Model CVH22RDS5-WX .22 cal. 1100 fps
Model CVH17RDS5-WX .177 cal. 1400 fps

Model CDH22TDSS-SX  .22 cal. 1100 fps
Model CDH17TDSS-SX  .177 cal. 1400 fps

Model CF7XS .177 cal. 1200 fps

Compliant version available for Canadian customers

Compliant version available for Canadian customers

PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS. WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV
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New! Drifter Kit
Variable Pump Pellet Pistol/Rifle Kit
The Drifter Kit is packed with a versatile, variable pump airgun that is dipped in a carbon fiber hydro dip, a removable shoulder stock, pistol grip, fiber optic front sights, universal rifle stock pouch, roll up case and 400 rounds of .22-caliber Piranha pellets.

PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS. WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

New! Model 362
Single-Shot, Variable Pump BB/Pellet Rifle

PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS. WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

- .22 caliber
- Velocity up to 650 fps
- Fiber Optic Front Sight
- Peep/Open Rear Sight
- Model 2280CFKT

760 Pumpmaster®
Variable Pump BB/Pellet Rifle

PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS. WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

- .22 caliber
- Compact, durable and rugged water resistant synthetic frame
- Single shot, variable pump controlled velocities up to 800 fps
- Fully adjustable rear sight
- Ideal for those transitioning into small game hunting
- Model C362

760 Pumpmaster® Kit
Includes 760B Pumpmaster, 4x scope, Copperhead BBs, Crosman pellets, shooting glasses and five paper targets.

Model 760BKT

- Dual ammo (BB/.177 cal. pellet)
- Rifled steel barrel
- BB velocity up to 845 fps
- Pellet velocity up to 700 fps
- Lightweight, maneuverable and durable
- Uniform, easy pumping force
- 18 shot BB magazine
- Elevation-adjustable rear sight

Model 760X
Brown w/4x scope

Model 760B
Brown, gun only

Model 760P
Pink, gun only

2100 Classic
Variable Pump BB/Pellet Rifle

PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS. WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

- Dual ammo (BB/.177 cal. pellet)
- Metal die cast receiver
- Rifled steel barrel
- BB velocity up to 800 fps
- Pellet velocity up to 725 fps
- Fiber optic front sight
- Model 2100B
Model 2100X w/4x scope

Legacy 1000
Variable Pump BB/Pellet Rifle

PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS. WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

- Dual ammo (BB/.177 cal. pellet)
- Rifled steel barrel
- BB velocity up to 800 fps
- Pellet velocity up to 1000 fps
- All-weather synthetic stock with checkered grip and forearm
- Fiber optic front sight
- Includes a 4x scope

Model CLOV1000KT

M4-177
Variable Pump BB/Pellet Rifle

PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS. WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

- Dual ammo (BB/.177 cal. pellet)
- Rifled steel barrel
- BB velocity up to 845 fps
- Pellet velocity up to 700 fps
- Lightweight, maneuverable and durable
- Uniform, easy pumping force
- 18 shot BB magazine
- Elevation-adjustable rear sight

Model M4-177

- Fully-adjustable sights
- 18-shot internal magazine with 200-shot reservoir
- Includes a five-shot Firepow'r® pellet clip

Model M4-177KT

M4-177 Kit
Kit includes M4-177 rifle, carry handle with built-in dual-aperture windage and elevation sights, Copperhead BBs, Crosman pellets, shooting glasses and five paper targets.

Model M4-177KT

Compliant version available for Canadian customers

fps (feet per second) calculated with alloy pellets.

All rifles on these pages made in the USA with globally sourced components.
Crosman is proud to introduce to the world the latest and greatest in competition airguns; the all new Challenger PCP. This Sporter Class air rifle was redesigned with a new precision class style stock, swappable sidelever cocking handle, higher velocities and much more. Making the Challenger PCP a gun that all competition shooters, young and old, can be proficient with in any shooting event. Only from Crosman, the world leader in airgun innovation since 1923.

**New! Challenger® PCP**

PCP Powered, Three-Position, Competition Pellet Rifle

- .177 caliber
- Fully Adjustable synthetic “precision class style” stock
- Regulator for shot to shot consistency
- Swappable sidelever cocking handle
- Two-stage match grade trigger with adjustable shoe
- 3000 PSI reservoir for 200+ more shots per fill
- Higher factory set Velocity 580 FPS
- Hooded front aperture sight and micro click adjustable diopter rear sight
- Floating Lothar Walther barrel
- Meets requirements of National Standard three-position air rifle

Model CH2021
Model CH2021S (with diopter sight system)

**Competition Rifle Stand**

Deluxe Aluminum Rifle Stand

- Folding tripod base
- Collapsible rod with locking clamps
- Extends from 27” to 62”
- Model CCRS
- Includes rifle rest, pellet tray and carrying case

**Competition Spotting Scope Stand**

Deluxe Aluminum Tripod Scope Stand

- Folding tripod base
- Extension rods
- Carry ball
- Sliding crossbar
- Swivel head
- Carrying case included
- Model CCSSS

(Spotting scope not included, sold separately)

**Diopter Sight System**

Adjustable Precision Diopter Sight

- Rear diopter sight and hooded front sight
- Designed and engineered in the U.S.A.
- Delivers repeatable micrometer sight adjustments
- Allows user to rotate front and rear sight for shooting in cant position
- Compatible with 11 mm dovetailed receiver
- Comes with non-shooting eye blinder that attaches to rear sight

Includes: Four fixed sight blades and four rotatable sight blades (sizes 3.8 mm, 4.0 mm, 4.2 mm and 4.4 mm)

Model CDPT1

**Accessorize Your Challenger® PCP**
Check our new packaging

We’re excited to announce the roll-out of our all-new product packaging in 2021! This bold, new look brings an unparalleled sense of excitement to the category, shows products with extreme depth and detail, and provides clear messaging for consumers to make informed buying decisions. This new packaging will be launched throughout 2021.

2021 CATALOG | 1.866.726.1122 | VELOCITY-OUTDOOR.COM

PISTOLS

C11
CO2 Powered BB Pistol
PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.
WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

- Up to 480 fps
- Removable grip for easy replacement of CO2
- Quick release, 20 round drop-out magazine
- Under barrel accessory rail
- Fixed blade and notch sighting system
Model C11

MAKO™
CO2 Powered Blowback BB Pistol
PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.
WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

- Up to 425 fps
- Semi-auto repeater with blowback slide
- Silver metal slide and steel barrel
- Removable back strap for easy replacement of CO2
- Quick release, 20 round drop-out magazine
- Under barrel accessory rail
- Fiber optic sights
Model CM9B

MK45
CO2 Powered BB Pistol
PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.
WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

- Up to 480 fps
- Steel barrel
- Removable grip for easy replacement of CO2
- Quick release, 20 round drop-out magazine
- Picatinny accessory rail
- Fixed blade and notch sighting system
Model MK45

1911BB
CO2 Powered BB Pistol
PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.
WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

- Up to 480 fps
- Steel barrel
- Removable grip for easy replacement of CO2
- Picatinny accessory rail
- Quick release, 20 round drop-out magazine
- Fixed blade and notch sighting system
Model 40001

PFAM9B
CO2 Powered, Full Blowback BB Pistol
PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.
WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

- Up to 400 fps
- Full-auto BB with blowback slide
- Realistic look and function
- Full metal frame and slide
- 20 round drop-out magazine with integrated CO2 housing
- Fixed blade and notch sighting system
Model PFAM9B

PFM16
CO2 Powered Compact BB Pistol
PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.
WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

- Full metal semi-auto repeater
- Up to 400 fps
- Compact design
- Removable grip for easy replacement of CO2
- Quick release, 20-round drop-out magazine
- Fixed blade and notch sighting system
Model PFM16

Compliant version available for Canadian customers

Compliant version available for Canadian customers
PISTOLS

**Triple Threat™**
CO₂ Powered Dual Ammo Revolver

- Eight inch, six inch and three inch rifled steel barrels
- Dual ammo (BB/.177 cal. pellet)
- BB velocity up to 445 fps
- Pellet velocity up to 435 fps
- 10-shot pellet clip/6-shot BB clip
- Removable grip for easy replacement of CO₂
- Adjustable rear sight

Model CR447TK

**Vigilante™**
CO₂ Powered BB/Pellet Revolver

- Dual ammo (BB/.177 cal. pellet)
- BB velocity up to 445 fps
- Pellet velocity up to 435 fps
- 6” rifled steel barrel
- Picatinny rail
- Removable grip for easy replacement of CO₂
- Adjustable rear sight

Model CCP8B2

**Classic 1911 Pistol Kit**
Spring Powered BB Pistol with Target

- Picatinny rail for accessory mounting
- Golf ball grip pattern for added traction
- Up to 200 fps
- Skeletonized trigger
- Ring hammer
- Kit includes gel target and 250 BBs

Model S1911KT

**SNR357**
CO₂ Powered, BB/Pellet Snubnose Revolver

- Dual ammo (BB/.177 cal. pellet)
- BB velocity up to 400 fps
- Pellet velocity up to 350 fps
- Heavy weight, full metal body
- Double or single action
- Front fixed blade sight and adjustable rear sight
- Silver trigger, hammer and cylinder release switch
- Removable grip for easy replacement of CO₂

Model SNR357

**PSM45**
Spring Powered, Single-Shot BB Pistol

- Metal slide, polymer frame
- Realistic weight
- Picatinny accessory rail
- Up to 190 fps
- Fixed sights
- Quick release, 20 round drop-out magazine
- Fixed blade and notch sighting system

Model PSM45

**Night Stalker™**
CO₂ Powered BB Pistol with Laser

- Integrated adjustable red laser sight
- Blowback action
- Full metal construction
- 18 round magazine
- Up to 420 fps
- Batteries included

Model PFM525

**Night Stalker™**
CO₂ Powered BB Pistol with Laser

- Integrated adjustable red laser sight
- Blowback action
- Full metal construction
- 18 round magazine
- Up to 420 fps
- Batteries included

Model PFM525

---

*Made in the USA with globally sourced components.*

*Compliant version available for Canadian customers.*
American Classic
Variable Pump Pellet Pistols
PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.
WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

• Single shot bolt action
• Variable pump power
• Adjustable rear sight (peep or open)

Model P1322 (black) .22 460 fps
Model P1377 (black) .177 695 fps
Model P1377BR (brown) .177 695 fps

American Classic Kit
Kit includes:
• American Classic .22 cal.
• Shoulder Stock
• Pistol grips
• Shooting glasses
• 175 ct.– .22 cal. pellets
Model P1322KTE

1720T Field Target Pistol
PCP Powered, Single-shot, Bolt Action
Match Grade Competition Field Target Pistol
PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.
WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

• Lothar Walther choked, shrouded barrel
• Two-stage adjustable trigger
• Dovetail mounting rail
• Capable of 30 shots per fill
• Reversible bolt
• Meets AAFTA requirements
Model 1720T .177 cal. 750 fps

1701P Silhouette™
PCP-Powered, Multi-Shot, Bolt-Action
10-meter Match Grade Target Pistol
PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.
WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

• Lothar Walther precision barrel
• Reversible bolt
• Two-stage adjustable trigger
• Adjustable front blade sight
• Dovetail mounting rail
• Capable of 50 shots per fill
• Meets IHMSA production class
Model 1701P .177 cal. 550 fps

Compliant version available for Canadian customers

2300T
CO2 Powered, Bolt-Action Target Pistol
PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.
WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

• .177 caliber
• Up to 420 fps
• Single-stage adjustable trigger
• Riffled barrel
• Front blade sight
• Windage and elevation-adjustable LPA rear sight
• Dovetail mounting rail
• 40 consistent shots per Powerlet®
Model 2300T

2240
CO2 Powered Pellet Pistol
PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.
WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

• .22 caliber
• Up to 460 fps
• Single shot bolt action
• Ambidextrous grip
• Adjustable rear/fixed front sights
• Riffled steel barrel
• 60 consistent shots per Powerlet®
Model 2240

2300S
CO2 Powered, Bolt-Action Target Pistol
PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.
WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV

• .177 caliber
• Up to 520 fps
• Single-stage adjustable trigger
• Stainless steel bolt
• Adjustable hammer spring allowing velocity to be adjusted
• 10” Lothar Walther choked, match barrel
• Dovetail mounting rail
• Williams™ notched micrometer adjustable, rear sight
• 60 consistent shots per Powerlet®
• Meets IHMSA production class rules
Model 2300S

All guns on these pages made in the USA with globally sourced components. fps (feet per second) calculated with alloy pellets.
Copperheads® BBs
The market’s only copper-coated steel BBs. Now more round and precise than ever.
- Model 0737 500 ct.
- Model 0747 2500 ct.
- Model 0767 6000 ct.
- Model CBW1K 1000 ct.

Ammunition Combo
350 Copperhead premium steel BBs. 250 Wadcutter .177 caliber pellets.
Model BBPEL

Red Flight™ Penetrator
Maximum energy, lead-free, environmentally-friendly pellets.
Model LF22167 .22 cal. 16.7 gr. 100 ct.

Gold Flight™ Penetrator
Mid-weight pointed, lead-free, environmentally-friendly pellets.
Model LF1785 .177 cal. 8.5 gr. 125 ct.

Fast Flight™ Penetrator
Ultra high velocity, lead-free, environmentally-friendly pellets.
Model LF1754 .177 cal. 5.4 gr. 150 ct.

Copper Magnum Domed
Maximum accuracy. Cleaner handling. Improved rifling engagement, resulting in better accuracy. Reduction in deformation.
Model CPD77 .177 cal. 10.6 gr. 200 ct.
Model CPD22 .22 cal. 14.4 gr. 150 ct.

Domed, Ultra Heavy
Devastating knock down power and accuracy 33% more weight than the standard Crosman .22 domed premier pellet.
Model LDHP226P .22 cal. 19 gr. 200 ct.

Black Widow™ Pellets
Lethal stopping power. Great hunting pellet.
Maximum expansion and penetration. Cleaner handling.
Model CBW776P .177 cal. 7.7 gr. 250 ct.

Hollow Point
Hunting, target and plinking pellet.
Model LHP77 .177 cal. 7.9 gr. 500 ct.
Model LHP22 .22 cal. 14.3 gr. 500 ct.

Destroyer™
Pointed expanding hunting pellet.
Model DS177 .177 cal. 7.4 gr. 250 ct.
Model DES22 .22 cal. 14.3 gr. 175 ct.

Piranha™ Hollow Point
The Piranha is optimized to deliver the penetration properties of a domed pellet with the expansion ability of a hollow-point. US Patent 0781,953.
Model LPPH7 .177 cal. 10.5 gr. 400 ct.
Model LPPH2 .22 cal. 14.3 gr. 400 ct.

Piranha™ Hollow Point
The Piranha is optimized to deliver the penetration properties of a domed pellet with the expansion ability of a hollow-point. US Patent 0781,953.
Model LPPH7 .177 cal. 10.5 gr. 400 ct.
Model LPPH2 .22 cal. 14.3 gr. 400 ct.

Hollow Point
Hunting, target and plinking pellet.
Model LHP77 .177 cal. 7.9 gr. 500 ct.
Model LHP22 .22 cal. 14.3 gr. 500 ct.

Domed
Hunting and target pellet with the most down-range energy.
Model LDP77 .177 cal. 10.5 gr. 500 ct.
Model LDP22 .22 cal. 14.3 gr. 500 ct.

Model 177HB .177 cal. 10.5 gr. 1250 ct.
**Dueling Tree Airgun Target**

Feedback you can see and hear

PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS. WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Easy to assemble, no tools needed
- Durable heavy duty steel constructions
- Six 3 mm steel plates that swing from side to side when hit, allowing you to compete against others or shoot by yourself all day.
- Helps you improve both your speed and accuracy with pellet rifles and pistols

Model CDTT

Also available with 5 mm steel plates for 22LR rifles.
Model VIS2LRDT

**Visible Impact®**

14 in. Foam Range Targets

These polystyrene foam targets are designed to create highly-visible holes. Weather-resistant for year-round use with either airguns or firearms.

Model TMAR-P

**Visible Impact®**

**Splinter targets**

Reactive Targets splatter on impact. Self-adhesive - peel and stick. 7 target and 32 repair stickers per sheet. 5 sheets per pack.

Model VISITCSPK

**Dual Target Pack**

2 pack of all-metal spinning targets. Two separate targets for engagement at different distances or locations. Includes extra set of stickers. For use with .177 and .22 caliber lead pellets only.

Recommended for .177 caliber up to 1000 fps and .22 caliber up to 950 fps.

Model CS2LT

**Spinning Target**

All-metal spinning system features two target sizes. Folds up for easy storage and portablility. Includes an extra set of stickers. For use with .177 and .22 caliber lead pellets only.

Recommended for .177 caliber up to 1200 fps and .22 caliber up to 950 fps.

Model CSLT

**NRA Target**

100 Count, 10-meter air rifle target. Printed and packaged in the USA.

Model CHTARGET*

**Varmint Targets**

9.75”x9” full-color paper targets. Each features a varmint with three bulls-eyes. Compatible with the Crosman Target Trap. Five each of four designs (20 total). Printed and packaged in the USA.

Model 0496PDQ*

**Zombie Targets**

9.75”x9” full-color paper targets featuring zombies with multiple bulls-eyes. Compatible with the Crosman Target Trap. Five each of four designs (20 total). Printed and packaged in the USA.

Model CPVT5*

**Varmint Target Block**

8x8” high density foam block traps pellets and BBs. Each side depicts one of the Crosman Varmint Targets. Printed and packaged in the USA. Sold individually.

Model CAVTB*

**Indoor/Outdoor Target Trap**

Triple layered curtains, backed by heavy-gauge galvanized steel plate. Collapses flat for easy storage. Includes 12 paper targets (two each of six designs).

Model 0853*

**Resetting Field Target**

Ideal for field target practice and backyard shooting. Hit the lower paddle to reset the kill zone target. For use with .177 and .22 caliber lead pellets only.

Model CSRT

**Visible Impact®**

Not recommended for use with airguns that exceed 800 fps in .177 caliber, 650 fps in .20 caliber, 750 fps in .22 caliber, .25 caliber airguns or metal-tipped pellets. Pellet only.
**New! Revolver Holster**
- Fits most revolvers in our assortment
- EVA molded-form fit for revolvers
- Leather snap strap to secure revolver in place
- Belt strap

Model CR6H

**Pistol Holster**
- Fits most handguns.
- Adjustable quick release hook and loop belt strap.
- CO2 pouch with Velcro strap.

Model CPHBPDQ

**Shooting Glasses**
- Essential for safety. Form fitting.
- High-impact plastic lens.

Model 0475C

**Shoulder Stock**
- Also sold separately. Designed to fit the 1377C, 1322C, PC77B, 2240, 2300T, P1377, P1377BR, BP2220 and P1322 pistols.

Model 1399

**Accessories**

- All CO2 cartridges made in the USA with globally sourced components.

**New! Mag-Fire Magazine**
- .177 caliber
  - 12-round rotary clip
  - Model CMSM7

**Full Auto BB Magazine**
- Spring feeds 25 BBs for rapid-fire action.
  - Integrated speed loader mechanism reloads in seconds.
  - Holds two Powerlet® CO2 cartridges.
  - Compatible with the Crosman Full Auto R1
  - Model CFAHCM

**New! Full Auto AK BB Magazine**
- Spring feeds 25 BBs for rapid-fire action.
  - Holds two Powerlet® CO2 cartridges.
  - Compatible with the Crosman Full Auto R1
  - Model DSFAM

**Full Auto BB Magazine**
- Spring feeds 25 BBs for rapid-fire action.
  - Holds two Powerlet® CO2 cartridges.
  - Compatible with the Crosman Full Auto R1
  - Model DSFAM

**New! Rifle Stock Pouch Kit**
- Fits most the revolvers in our assortment
- EVA molded-form fit for revolvers
- Leather snap strap to secure revolver in place
- Belt strap
- Includes four metal silhouette targets

Model CRSPKT

**Shower Holster**
- Adjustable side straps.
- Fits most medium sized handguns.
- Pouch holds 2 spare magazines

Model CSHB

**Targetfinder® 4x Scope**
- The Targetfinder® has turret sight adjustments and precision coated optics. It also adjusts for windage and elevation and easily mounts on air rifles with 3/8” dovetail grooved receivers.
- Not recommended for break barrel rifles.

Model 0290RD

**Red Dot Sight**
- This red dot sight includes easy-to-use finger adjustments and a large lens for increased field of vision. Battery included.

Model 0290RD

**Red Laser**
- Compact, low profile.
- Projects red beam for fast and accurate target acquisition.
- Mounts easily to pistols with integrated Picatinny mount

Model 71599

**PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.**

**PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.**

**PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS.**